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The Aga is both a timeless design classic and a sleek new style object, increasingly attractive to
an affluent new audience who are looking for more contemporary recipe ideas. Aga Cooking will
be the new bible for both existing Aga owners and new fans. The author Amy Willcock draws on
her experience of running Aga cookery courses to share all the essential secrets for getting the
best out of your machine, as well as trouble-shooting tips and hints. Fantastic recipes range from
asparagus and mint frittata to Thai chicken curry and chicken baked in focaccia. With the Aga
seal of approval, this is the book no Aga should be without.

From the Inside FlapShows how simple it is to cook with an Aga and how to adapt recipes
devised for conventional cooking. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.
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Squirrel, “Extremely useful for tips and recipes. I am a new to Aga owner, and got this book out
of the library first to see what I thought. Decided it would be a very useful addition to my
bookshelf. Have been using it frequently in conjunction with others - Mary Berry original Aga
book, the wonderful pragmatic Sarah Whitaker, Richard Maggs. Learning all the time...
Recommended.”

Dave M, “Just what we wanted. Arrived as promised and was as expected”

Tricky, “Four Stars. Already made some very good recipies from the book onour aga”

mumahen, “A Present.... It was a present so I haven't had any feed back yet, but it looks a very
useful book....”

The book by Amy Willcock has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 26 people have provided feedback.
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